


Short synopsis
Mia, the director, receives life-altering news and 
takes a journey through her own history. We follow 
the child astronaut’s lonely travels through space, 
and ageing gangster Vincent, who, while moving 
away from his violent life, makes a find in his base-
ment. An intimate and poetic story about memory 
and the fragility of existence. Hypermoon is the 
final independent part of the Belleville trilogy, that 
started with Belleville Baby (Berlinale premiere, 
Best Documentary 2013 at the Swedish Film 
Awards) and was followed by Lucky One (Winner 
of the 2019 Eurimages Audentia Award)

Quote from the CPH:dox programme
A dark blue night sky. A bird flying through the air. 
The unmistakable bright light of the hospital cor-
ridor. One senses that Swedish Mia Engberg could 
express herself freely in all art forms, so when she 
has chosen the film, it is a choice made with an 
artist’s eye for all the possibilities of the medium. 
‘Hypermoon’ is a poetic and personal film that 
draws threads across time and place. From Paris 
in the wild years of her youth with her small-time 
gangster boyfriend Vincent, and up to Stockholm 
today, where Engberg receives an unexpected 
diagnosis. The story of Soviet cosmonaut Valentina 
Tereshkova, the first woman to fly through space, 
provides counterbalance and meaning with an ease 
and immediacy that testifies to the fact that we are 
watching a film that is the result of years of careful 
consideration of both the aesthetics of film and life 
itself.
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Director statement 
Hypermoon is the final part of my Belleville 
trilogy. It is that last piece of the puzzle but it is 
also a story that stands for itself. It takes place 
during one year of my life and the story unfolds 
like a journey. It moves between life and death, 
between the present and the past through inner 
and outer space, through my imagination and 
through yours too. 

The film also depicts the journeys of other 
women; my grandmother Aina who married 
a sailor and lost a child, and the cosmonaut 
Valentina Tereshkova who was the first woman 
in space and who almost lost contact with Earth 
forever.

My dialogue with Vincent, which began in the 
first part of the trilogy, Belleville Baby, contin-
ues in this film as well. Although this time the 
conversation moves in another direction, as 
he is on his way to a new place in life and I am 
facing a possible end. Different times and places 
are woven together as is possible in a film, or in 
a dream when you lie in a hospital bed and time 
is moving very very slowly.

It sounds like a sad film, but it’s not.

My first intention was to make a completely 
black film, without images, due to a lack of time, 
and strength and visual inspiration. Instead, it 
became a film full of images: images from the 
depths of the sea and the darkness of space; 
films from the 1930s and 2020s; pictures from 
the Soviet Union, Paris, Gotland and the port 
of Stockholm; still images, super8 images, 
non-images and images captured with a mobile 
phone camera.

Hypermoon is a tribute to the body that carries 
us through journeys like this and to time that 
never stops passing, but most of all, it is a trib-
ute to cinema itself, to all the images that will 
remain the day we are all gone.

Director’s biography
Mia Engberg is a director and 
producer known for her cutting 
edge films that moves between 
documentary and poetry. Her 
production Dirty Diaries - 12 
shorts of feminist porn, gained 
international attention and Bel-
leville Baby was awarded Best 
Documentary at the Swedish 
Film Awards. Mia is also author 
of the book The Visual Silence 
and a base player in the band 
Vagina Grande.

Filmography 
As a director
1994 Les enfants du square
1996 Parkside Girls
1997 The Stars We Are
1997 Meat is murder
1999 Manhood
1999 California über alles
2001 Selma & Sofie
2002 Bitch & Butch
2005 Suburban songs
2007 Come Together,
2013 Belleville Baby
2019 Lucky One
2023 Hypermoon

As a producer
2002 - 2004 Commissioning edi-
tor, TV-series IKON don’t you
2007 Den Gyllene Stranden
2009 Dirty Diaries - 12 shorts of 
feminist porn



Tobias Janson, producer 
Tobias Janson, born in Gothenburg, Sweden, 
in 1973. Producer and CEO at Story, a leading 
Swedish documentary production company with 
offices in Stockholm and Gothenburg. His film-
ography includes award-winning, widespread 
and critically acclaimed documentaries such 
as A House Made of Splinters (2022 Sundance 
World Cinema Directing Award, Academy 
Award Nominee, Best Documentary) Idomeni 
(2020 Swedish Film Award nominee, best docu-
mentary), Lucky One (2019 Eurimages Audentia 
Award winner), The Distant Barking of Dogs 
(First Appearance Award winner, IDFA), That 
Summer (premiering at Telluride and Belinale) 
Kiki (Sundance World competition and Berlinale 
Teddy Award winner), Concerning Violence 
(Sundance World competition and Berlinale 
Cinema Fairbindet Award winner, Best Swedish 
Documentary Award ), Belleville Baby (Berli-
nale premiere and Best Swedish Documentary 
Award winner) and The Black Power Mixtape 
1967-1975 (Sundance World Editing Award 
winner and Berlinale premiere 2011). He is a 
frequent consultant for mentoring programs 
such as The Nordic Film Lab for Göteborg Film 
Festival and American Film Showcase for IDA.

Story AB
was founded in 1998, producing creative docu-
mentary films for cinema, television and online 
distribution. The company is run by five award 
winning documentary filmmakers, a CEO, 
producers and office staff. Story also produces 
and represents additional talented filmmakers 
connected to the company.

Story has a high ambition in producing 
both personal and inventive films. Our main 
resources are groundbreaking stories and 
the talented directors we represent. Story is 
today one of the most important production 
companies focused on documentaries and art 
house films in Sweden and Scandinavia. Story 
specialises in feature-length documentaries 

with an international reach, but we also produce 
short documentaries, fiction films, animated 
documentaries and commercial work with a 
documentary base.
Our filmography includes (selection) The 
Society of the Spectacle (2023, CPH:DOX), 
Megaheartz (2023, CPH:DOX), Labor (2023, 
CPH:DOX), Hypermoon (2023 CPH:DOX), 
The Villages of Roses (2023, Tessaloniki), 
Blomster (2023, Gothenburg FF),  Love You 
Bye (2023, Gothenburg Film Festival, winner of 
the Angelo prize), A House Made of Splinters 
(2022, co-producer, Sundance director’s award, 
Oscar nominated), Always Amber (2020, Ber-
linale)  Idomeni (2020, Tessaloniki) Lucky One 
(2019, Eurimages Audentia Award at the Go-
thenburg Film Festival), That Summer (2018, 
Telluride, Berlinale Panorama, Gothenburg 
FF), The Distant Barking of Dogs (co-pro-
ducer, 2017, First Appearance Award at IDFA, 
FIPRESCI Award in Thessaloniki + more), 
Shapeshifters (2017, Competition sections in 
Gothenburg FF and CPH:Dox), Kiki (2016, 
Sundance World Competition, Teddy Award at 
Berlinale, Idfa + more), Fonko (2015, Rotter-
dam and London IFF), Concerning Violence 
(2014, Sundance World Competition, Cinema 
Fairbindet Award Berlinale, Best documentary 
at the Swedish Film Awards), Belleville Baby 
(2013, Berlinale Panorama, Best Documentary 
at Swedish Film Awards), After You (2013, Best 
Nordic Documentary Award, CPH:Dox), At 
Night I Fly, (2011, Best Documentary at Swed-
ish Film Awards), The Black Power Mixtape 
1967-1975 (2011, World Documentary Editing 
Award, Sundance + more).

Our projects have something important to say 
to the audience. And we see an international 
potential in the projects presented here. They 
all deal with burning questions in our contem-
porary society. Our long-time drive has been to 
reach a new audience by combining a captivat-
ing and fervent theme with an innovative form.
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11624 Stockholm
Sweden
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